Thanks to Connie for arranging this meeting and getting us a room. Thanks for
your time.
Handouts: this presentation WHITE
book mark Gladys Jo Brown (only female page)
brochure
Business case resources YELLOW
preservation grid PINK
resource list BLUE
Two major developments:
1 development of an XML schema for the exchange of XML bill files
2 use of eXist, an open source XML native database for access to digital legislative
documents
My colleague, Nancy Hoffman, will talk more about the technology aspects of the
project.
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Informal, invite your comments. A lot has been accomplished over the past year. At
last year’s meeting you suggested a few things which we followed up on, and I will
report on that. The project will be doing even more, and I’ll give you a preview. And,
most importantly, we want to listen to what you have to say about this project, and
how Illinois may benefit.
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Work like this can’t be done in a vacuum, so we have enlisted several partners for roles
ranging from observers to advisors to technology testers. One of the first things we did in the
project was go out and talk to our partners in other states, asking them about their current
work with legislative records, the problems they’re facing, and about where they want to be in
the future.
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The goal of the project is to look at practical ways of not only preserving digital legislative
records, but also providing access to them in a variety of user-directed ways, recognizing that
there are a wide variety of audiences for these records, and that they have very different
needs. Right now, legislative records are some of the most important and used records in
state government, but they are often also some of the most difficult to access, aggregate, and
use because they often come from different sources with no standardization of file formats or
metadata.
Our goal is to create a practical model for enhanced access that is stable and sustainable over
time, integrated into routine workflows, and which provides demonstrable benefit to
government and constituencies to ensure continued support and investment for access and
preservation. It also needs to be designed in such a way that it can be adaptable to new
technologies and user expectations as they develop.
By the end of the project, we will be able to offer guidance to help other states analyze their
records, assess their capacity for technological solutions, and adapt the model to their own
unique environments.
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Several of the topics we discussed last year guided our project staff as we determined what to research and write about.
In your handouts is a YELLOW sheet that lists some Business Plan Resources. This is just a preliminary list of resources, from the
very general to case studies. As the project continues to develop, our team will work on completing a business plan template as
part of the toolkit we are preparing. Cal Lee, University of North Carolina, is going to prepare a cost/benefit analysis, which we
will share.
Project staff worked with the Minnesota Revisor’s Office and staff from ThomsonReuters to develop a XML schema for
legislative bills. Nancy will talk more about the XML schema.
We also researched the preservation issue, and a preservation grid (PINK handout) is available on our web site, that highlights
the issues along with possible solutions. We are working on a checklist to help you determine where you are on the
preservation grid. Simple, better, best categories. We would really like your feedback about this.
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Authenticity of digital records provided on-line and their accessibility were other
concerns, and our project staff wrote white papers about each topic. See the project
web site.
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Everything we’ve mentioned will be pulled together in a toolkit for states. As we’re
developing the components, we’re putting them online for review and comments. At
the end of the project, it will all be wrapped up in a nice package, but I the meantime
you can see the bits and pieces.
There are going to be several sections, as you can see on this slide. As any state
approaches this, the first thing that needs to be understood is the policy framework.
For example, what are the legal requirements for the records, including access and
use restrictions and retention periods? How will the authenticity of the records be
established? What business case can be developed to justify effort and secure
funding? Is there a particular technology or information architecture you must work
within?
The second piece to consider is content selection. What do your users want? What’s
actually available and in what formats? Where are the best copies for use? Do you
have paper records that have a high enough use value to warrant digitization? Are
there additional materials from outside your agencies that you want to include? How
will you acquire these?

In terms of preservation, is there an existing plan for the records? Is preservation an
appropriate responsibility for you or is there an agency or organization that you can
partner with? What are the costs involved versus the value of the records, and to
what level can you justify expenditure of staff time and resources?
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The first step toward useful information is accessible information, so I started looking into how legislative records were
currently handled and what steps would improve the process.
The first thing that I discovered was the MHS NDIIPP grant project was not the only group seeking to improve access to
legislative information. And there weren’t just the few groups – there were A LOT of GROUPS, a real convergence of interest in
opening government and especially legislative data.
*The Center for Democracy and Technology – 15 years old
is a non-profit public interest organization working to keep the Internet open, innovative, and free. With expertise in law,
technology, and policy, CDT seeks practical solutions to enhance free expression and privacy in communications technologies.
CDT is dedicated to building consensus among all parties interested in the future of the Internet and other new communications
media. http://www.cdt.org/about/
*The Sunlight Foundation – 3 years old (more later)
was co-founded in 2006 with the non-partisan mission of using the revolutionary power of the Internet to make information
about Congress and the federal government more meaningfully accessible to citizens. Through our projects and grant-making,
Sunlight serves as a catalyst for greater political transparency and to foster more openness and accountability in government.
www.sunlightfoundation.com
*Pew Internet and American Life research looked at online participation during the 2008 elections, found over half the
population engaged with a campaign online in some way and expected to continue that type of interaction, especially with the
new federal administration.
http://www.pewinternet.org/Reports/2008/PostElection-Voter-Engagement.aspx
*Center for Responsive Politics – 2years old
Inform citizens about how money in politics affects their lives ,Empower voters and activists by providing unbiased information,
Advocate for a transparent and responsive government
http://www.opensecrets.org/about/index.php
*Last year Google started making a big push for use of sitemaps protocol – more in a minute – paying particular attention state
government websites during this effort
*And, although it has been two years in the making, the W3C eGovernment Interest Group published the first draft of its
findings http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/NOTE-egov-improving-20090512/, http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/WD-egov-improving20090310/
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From http://www.sunlightfoundation.com/resources/
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Once information is online in the first place, it turns out the biggest barrier to access is
created by forms. Anytime information is “hidden” behind a form – a registration form or a
search form – it becomes almost as inaccessible as if it was not online at all. This has been
dubbed the “deep web” because forms prevent search engine crawlers from finding and
indexing the information. If the search engine can’t find it, access is limited to users who
know about the existence and location of the search form page.
Not only that, but internet users with disabilities typically rely on user agents that can
translate page content in some way, and these tools can’t understand the forms either.
Internet archives use crawlers that are just like ones employed by search engines. The
mantra here is: make content as useable for machines as it is for people, or as TV Raman
says, “You can think of the Google crawler as the world’s most influential blind user.”
Development of semantic technology will make this even more important.
This is where sitemaps come in. One way to tell a crawler where to find all those hidden
pages is to publish a list address for them (in a robots.txt file). Others also advocate use of
sitemaps. See http://radar.oreilly.com/2009/04/practical-tips-for-government.html Practical
Tips for Government Web Sites (And Everyone Else!) To Improve Their Findability in Search,
by Vanessa Fox (April 15, 2009)
The deep web is only one of many issues for disabled internet users. You can refer to my
paper on accessibility if you would like more information on this topic on the MN NDIIPP website
www.mnhs.org/ndiipp.

-Raman quote: http://googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.com/2008/03/tips-for-making-informationuniversally.html
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Looking at the Illinois Assembly pages, I found that all the pages have direct links that
can easily be followed by user agents like crawlers and screen readers, but the next
step is making information available for re-use.
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Reuse of data means that it can be combined with other pieces of information in new
ways. For example, Google maps released access to their map program. It’s not open
source by any means and it has limits, but it’s open and useful enough that a huge
number of map mashups have emerged.
The Programmable web is a website that serves as a registry for reusable datasets
and mashups created from them and it has an entire section devoted to government
data. http://www.programmableweb.com/featured/government-mashups-and-apis
So, all those groups I mentioned earlier that are working like crazy to make
government information more accessible online – many of them have an interest in
the connections between money and government – votes and campaign
contributions. That means that legislative information is on the top of their wish-list
for reusable, mashable data.
And they are not just sitting around waiting for government agencies to provide
reusable access.
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Sunlight Labs announced a set of projects earlier this year. One project seeks to
provide reusable legislative information from all 50 states. Here they are working at
the project kick-off the last weekend of March this year.
How are groups like Sunlight Labs gaining access to Vermont bill status data? Through
a process called screen scraping, they take human-readable data from the web and
put it into a database that has a machine friendly interface (Application Program
Interface) to allow reuse.
Sunlight has two Google interns this summer specifically devoted to working on the
50 states project.
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To review, data reuse is happening and will continue to happen in a variety of ways.
From the OutsideScreen scraping data from the web such as Sunlight, and GovTrack.us is a screen scrape of
the Thomas system. Most of the federal leg mashups you see use the GovTrack data. The
person doing this is working to get congress to release direct API access
Legal action to gain direct access - Maplight.org vs. California they want CA to provide direct
access to XML versions of bills online.
From the Inside A few – very few – governments have taken a proactive approach and starting not only
making reusable data available, but sponsoring contests for the best mashup using the data Washington DC Data Warehouse http://data.octo.dc.gov/
– Communities of practice developing standards and tools to improve open access
W3C eGovernment IG, Library of Congress, NCSL, MN NDIIPP project (I will discuss how in a
minute)
There are a number of issues that must be addressed when providing access through an API.
W3C e-Government interest group does a great job outlining these
http://www.w3.org/TR/2009/WD-egov-improving-20090310/ and my Gov’t Data Mashups
paper discusses some of the concerns also www.mnhs.org/ndiipp
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In addition to the resources in the toolkit, the MHS NDIIPP project has two initiatives that we
hope will improve not only access and reuse, but ultimately, preservation.
To provide a standardized minimal set of agreed – upon metadata elements added to, not
built into legislative data. This project needed to avoid the problem encountered during an
earlier effort to establish a standard XML schema for legislation that failed because in was
designed to be used to structure the data not describe it.
The XML wrapper project seeks to associate a standard set of metadata with a legislative file
to improve access to files in a repository and to add transfer of files. It create one XML file
containing all the other files. It allows for an HTML rendition and allows other file formats to
be included in the package.
Establishing an agreed upon metadata set for legislation that does not force anyone to
change their native data structure is important because it provides a standard reference
point
“It happens that standard data models and standard metadata schemas can be very useful
even if no one follows them precisely. The standards will have an important role as "Rosetta
stones" that enable users to "imperfectly" map data in a "local" data model to a common
model, thus making their data "as useful as possible" to others. One-to-one mapping of data
models is unworkable when there are thousands of models to map between.” (OGC 2009
www.opengeospatial.org/ogc/faq/openness)
Fred Limp” in http://csanet.org/newsletter/spring09/nls0903.html
MN Revisors Office will test automatically generating metadata and wrapper MN bills
Wrapper model from Dan Dodge’s December All Partner’s Meeting powerpoint
http://www.mnhs.org/preserve/records/legislativerecords/docs_pdfs/XML2.pdf
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In the second initiative plan to aggregate XML-bill files in an XML native database
called eXist.
This type of database uses XML documents as the basic unit of storage and does not
require the metadata to be stored in a separate database, as the MN Revisors Office
currently does for example (file system for files, database for searchable, indexed
fields).
There are many tools for converting other file formats to XML, so even if legislative
text is stored in some other format, it can be imported
eXist treats tags as fields and fully indexes all text when files are brought into the
database.
eXist is Open source. We have found a local consultant that works with eXist and just
finished holding an overview class for some MHS staff. This consultant recently
helped the US Department of State build a website from an eXist database containing
historic diplomatic documents. The web front end is just a database form view.
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We plan to aggregate legislative data from MN, CA, KS in a full text searchable form
We can use the wrapper metadata – Tim Orr at the MN Revisors Office expects to
automatically generate the standard metadata by mapping the appropriate MN
schema elements to the matching metadata elements. We will work with KS and CA
to do the same.
Expose data to the web – as I mentioned in the State Department example, eXist has
a RESTful interface, its native output is a web service. Making the data available
online is simply a matter of moving from a private to a public interface.
We plan to provide an API, if possible – I think accomplishing this will depend more
upon working out administrative considerations, rather than technical ones.
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Since our meeting last year, we researched and wrote about these topics. The Resources and White Papers are available on our
web site. BLUE handout lists the resources and white papers. LEFT SIDE OF SLIDE: Charlie briefly discuss. RIGHT SIDE OF SLIDE:
Nancy briefly discuss. These Resources and White Papers are part of our effort to build a Tool Kit, that will be one of the major
outcomes of the project, and will have continuing use for government agencies.
AUTHENTICATION: All of the partner states concerned about this, specifically online state statutes and laws.
Background information and legal perspectives provided in the paper.
DIGITAL AUDIO FILES: quality issues, best practices and standards, delivery methods,
preservation, storage and access concerns.
RETROSPECTIVE DIGITIZATION: Introduction to the topic, issues to consider,
costs and benefits, things to consider.
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY: Information about how to find and use legislative materials.
Defines types of records and information, paper and digital. As a guide, where and how to
access the information in Minnesota. Links to selected resources on legislative histories.
PRESERVATION GRID: Issues to consider, such as policy framework, storage media, file format,
security requirements, documentation, staff skills and time.
Simple, better, best. This is going to be expanded on.
RECORDS RETENTION POLICIES: Summarizes retention policies for legislative records of partner states.
Most states , legislative records exempt from records laws, often no retention schedules.
Illustrates their should be more cooperation between state legislatures, state libraries, and state archives.
SURVEY OF LEGISLATIVE RECORDS ON THE WEB: Excel file with results of survey about
legislative records available on the Internet. Not exhaustive, but a sample of the types of
documents and formats available.
We are happy to receive feedback from you, and these resources and white papers
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We recently were told the project has been extended to 2011, and will add Arkansas, Nebraska, and North
Dakota.
Will test a technology model to access legislative data on-line: Minnesota, Kansas and California will contribute
data.
Nancy will talk more about this, particularly the eXist database. Plan to develop an eXist training workshop
for NCSL and other states.
Just starting to work with the California Digital Library to test a preservation repository and web harvesting.
Grab it and Bag it technology to be tested. Will include comparison and cost-benefit analysis
of selected preservation options.
Cal Lee from North Carolina will study the ability and capacity of other states to use this model.
Just starting to work with the Washington State Archives to test a repository for digital audio files.
With extension of the project, have added three more states, so we will visit them, listen to their concerns,
and get feedback of what we have done so far. See if there are other issues we should tackle.
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I would like to point you again to the resources on our web pages and invite further
questions.
We are here to get feedback on the work done so far and listen to your concerns and
suggestions.
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